Summary
In summary, the key to our work was (1) we took a
more programmer-centric view of the problem compared to the more prevalent hardware-centric view at
that time, and (2) our persistence in seeking the minimal possible constraints for the hardware interface. This
resulted in our redefining the problem in programmercentric terms, enabling a better understanding of some
of the fundamental issues. It is perhaps worth noting
that when we began this work, the problem seemed
deceptively simple, and a highly respected senior colleague actually warned us that we were getting into
what appeared to be a closed area!
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the notion of a data race. We realized the connection
between their characterization and the application
behavior that we were attempting to characterize for our
weak models. It became clear (at least intuitively) that
weak ordering and the weaker models we were trying to
develop what appeared sequentially consistent to datarace-free programs.
We now had a formal understanding of what was
needed from the application. We were still, however,
grappling with hardware conditions for our new ideal
memory model. Nevertheless, at this point, we thought
we had a well-defined path that would lead us to the
ideal model. All we needed was to determine the minimal set of hardware constraints that would provide
sequentially consistent results for data-race-free programs, and call those constraints our new memory
model (or so we thought).
Minimal conditions for the hardware and model
For almost three months, we frequently invented a
new “model of the day.” We would formalize a set of
conditions that appeared necessary and sufficient, but
soon would discover another way to weaken those conditions. To prove or disprove the correctness of our conditions, we made use of the formal methods developed
by Shasha and Snir [16] as well as ad hoc techniques. In
late October 1989, we realized that not only were the
absolutely minimal hardware constraints elusive, but
also that a model defined in terms of the type of constraints we were proposing would be quite complicated.
At this point, we realized that we needed to move
beyond viewing the model as purely a set of hardware
constraints. The defining moment of this work came
with the observation that weak models could be viewed
simply as a contract between hardware and software.
Given that we had already defined a set of conditions
for software, the only necessary condition for hardware
was to appear sequentially consistent for the proposed
software. Further, we could develop different models by
determining different software conditions; the hardware
for those models would simply need to appear sequentially consistent to the specified software.

Subsequent Work
After the 1990 paper, most of our immediate work
focused on formalizing the software conditions for
which commonly used system optimizations would not
violate sequential consistency, and on formulating further system relaxations that would not violate sequential consistency. Some of this work was joint with
Kourosh Gharachorloo, Anoop Gupta, and John Hennessy of Stanford. A common theme throughout this
work was that most problems at first appeared to have
deceptively simple solutions; however, formally prov-

ing the correctness of the solutions proved to be quite
difficult. Our eventual framework to do these proofs
benefited immensely from previous formal work by
Collier [4] and by Shasha and Snir [16].
The flexibility afforded by defining a memory
model in the new programmer-centric way is arguably
most evident in the software shared-memory work that
followed later. Lazy Release Consistency [11], arguably
the most widely cited algorithm for software sharedmemory, is weaker than release consistency. However,
both release consistency and lazy release consistency
obey the data-race-free model since they both appear
sequentially consistent for data-race-free programs.
Thus, for programmers who write data-race-free programs, these systems are equivalent.
Over the last few years, a rich body of literature in
the area of memory consistency models has developed.
This includes new models for hardware and software
shared-memory, performance evaluations, theoretical
frameworks for formal specifications and proofs, and
highly successful methods to reduce the hardware performance gap between consistency models. Most
advances, however, have been in the domain of hardware and runtime systems. The performance impact of
relaxed consistency models on compiler optimizations
is still unclear. Programming languages and environments have also only recently begun to address the issue
more explicitly, with many supporting relaxed models
(e.g., Java, OpenMP, and POSIX). A tutorial on the subject and an overview of recent advances appear in [2,1].
Although memory consistency models are now
well-understood, there is no consensus yet about the
best consistency model. At the time of this writing,
commercial multiprocessors supporting sequential consistency and relaxed consistency models are available.
The Digital Alpha and IBM PowerPC processor architectures support relaxed models similar to DRF or
release consistency, Intel IA-32 and current SPARC
processors support derivatives of a relaxed model called
processor consistency, while processors from HP and
MIPS support sequential consistency. Recent hardware
optimizations that reduce the hardware performance
gap between various consistency models [6,15], the
lack of quantitative data on the benefits of relaxed models for compiler optimizations, an absence of widely
used programming standards for shared-memory, and
the requirement on vendors to keep their systems backward compatible are some of the factors that have made
a consensus difficult. One of us (Mark Hill) has recently
used some of these factors to make an argument for
returning the hardware/software interface to sequential
consistency [10].
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Introduction
We began work on “Weak Ordering—A New Definition” [3] in early 1989 while Sarita Adve was a firstyear graduate student and Mark Hill a second-year
assistant professor at Wisconsin. It now seems obvious
that an interface for shared-memory must be defined. It
also seems obvious that such an interface must consider
interactions among reads and writes to all shared-memory locations, and must not refer to hardware structures
such as caches and write buffers. In early 1989, however, most work related to shared-memory semantics
was on cache coherence. Such work reasoned about
interactions between reads and writes to a given cache
line in isolation, focusing on hardware protocols to
ensure that the effect of a newly written value eventually propagated to all processor caches. Only a few
papers had been written about a more comprehensive
model of memory [8, 9, and references in the main
paper].
Our work was primarily motivated by the pioneering work on weak ordering by Dubois, Scheurich, and
Briggs [5]. The motivation and intuition behind weak
ordering were compelling. However, as originally
defined, weak ordering had two problems: (1) the definition was hardware-centric and did not seem to be
appropriate as a programming model, and (2) the definition appeared to unnecessarily constrain hardware.
These observations steered us towards the following
two questions:
• What are the minimal conditions that a shared-memory model must impose on hardware?
• How could the shared-memory model be best presented to programmers?
For a while, we viewed the above two questions
somewhat independently. The defining moment of this
work was when we realized the connection between the
two questions and redefined the memory model to be a
contract between hardware and software. Specifically,
we saw a weakly ordered system as one that provided

Lamport’s sequential consistency [13] to data-race-free
programs. Our model was subsequently dubbed datarace-free (DRF) or data-race-free-0 (DRF0).
We next describe the process that led to the paper
and briefly summarize later work in the area. Release
consistency and the notion of properly labeled programs were developed concurrently with our work and
are based on similar ideas [7].

The Process
Search for a weaker model for hardware
Our initial work was hardware and performancecentric, and focused on defining a set of conditions that
were less constraining for hardware than Dubois et al.’s
weak ordering. We would consider common application
characteristics, and develop hardware constraints that
would give “reasonable behavior” for those (informally
characterized) applications. In this process, we defined
multiple models that relaxed consistency requirements
in different ways at different points in the program (e.g.,
at the acquire or release of a semaphore). These models,
although less constrained than Dubois et al.’s weak
ordering, were nevertheless similar in style to the definition of weak ordering, and suffered from the drawbacks we seeked to alleviate.
A characterization of software
Our first key departure from Dubois et al.’s work
was to use partial orders instead of real time in our
specifications. Using any notion of real time made the
specifications harder to understand from the programmer’s viewpoint and unnecessarily constrained hardware. The use of partial orders was motivated largely by
the work of Lamport (e.g., [12]) and of Rob Netzer and
Bart Miller [14], our colleagues at Wisconsin.
The second important step, in Summer 1989, came
from making a deeper connection with the work by
Netzer and Miller [14]. They were working on detecting
data races in a program, and used a variant of Lamport’s
happened-before partial order relation for formalizing

